
Lima’s Jorge Chavez international airport recently received a ‘significant
injection of US$533 million.’ The so-called 'megaproject,' which has
already seen the completion of a 214 foot control tower alongside an
11,400 foot runway, aims to create an ‘airport city,’ which by 2025 will
include an entirely new terminal capable of serving all types of aircraft.
The redevelopment, funded by seven banks from across the globe, will
invest $1.2 billion into Lima’s aviation hub which is the main operating
base for LATAM Airlines in Peru. Once completed, the new terminal will
boast separate piers for domestic, international, and mixed traffic, thus
doubling the airport's capacity to 65 flights per hour, to accommodate 30
million passengers annually. This increased capacity and modernised
operating system should provide an incentive for British Airways to
reinstate its direct flight from London to Lima, temporarily suspended
during the pandemic. Moreover, this airport 'city' will revitalise the
supporting infrastructure in the area, improving roads and local transport
links, including the construction of a new metro station in the airport
terminal. The magnitude of this redevelopment will facilitate Peruvians
wishing to do business abroad, whilst simultaneously aiding those who
wish to do business in Peru, not to mention the benefit that this will have
on tourists and local travellers alike. Similarly, Lima’s pacific seaport,
Callao, is modernising through a $25 million investment from APM
Terminals. The installation of three new cranes will meet the demand of
Peruvian foreign trade, guaranteeing a healthy flow of imports and
exports. These redevelopments assure the continued growth of tourism
in Peru, and of Peruvian international trade. 
Sources: Andina, Twitter, SeaTrade Maritime News. 
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INFOGRAPHIC:

Once a mysterious Peruvian spirit, Pisco is slowly
becoming one of the most fashionable ingredients in
the high-end bars and Latin restaurants of London.
The eminently stylish Coya in Mayfair heralds the
Pisco Sour as their signature cocktail, whilst Peruvian
restaurant Crudo Cevicheria has just opened its
fourth pisco serving site in Covent Garden. Pisco’s
pervasive influence, however, is not exclusive to the
trendiest mixologists of the capital; the distinctive
spirit has seeped its way across the entire country.
Chakana, a Peruvian restaurant, outside of
Birmingham, proudly hosts the widest range of Piscos
in the country on their menu, a subtle touch to
complement the Michelin Star hanging above their
door. Meanwhile, the Irish, traditionally known for their
unfaltering reverence of whisky, have also embraced
Pisco, with bars in Dublin like Zampas turning out
“Peruvian drinks with an Irish twist.” Certainly, the
recovery of Pisco since the pandemic, which has
seen exports to the UK double in 2021, and grow
24% in 2022, is showing a promising future for the
spirit. Promperu is looking to strengthening Pisco
positioning by leading events with bars and
mixologists to show its versatility and great flavour.
Source: Promperu.
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As of 2021, UK investment in CPTPP members reached
£117.3 billion, representing the fourth largest destination
for British investment. Indeed, as the UK enters final stage
negotiations to accede to the alliance, it is anticipated that
this figure will continue to grow. International trade is a
tried and tested method of providing stability, prosperity
and growth. UK membership in this alliance would not just
represent a consolidation of economic power, but it would
contribute to greater global standardisation of international
trade, supply chains and market opportunities. Last month
British trade minister Greg Hands travelled to Vietnam,
Singapore and Malaysia to lobby for the UK's accession to
the alliance, making these benefits appear increasingly
probable. Peru and the UK already enjoy tariff free trade
under the UK-Peru FTA signed in 2019, however,
membership of both Peru and the UK in the CPTPP bloc
will no doubt facilitate trade, and consolidate the already
strong bilateral relationship, which was exemplified by
Peru's immediate endorsement of the UK's candidacy in
these negotiations. Source: Nikkei Asia 

The world famous wonder - the Inca citadel of Machu Picchu -
reopened to tourists on the 15th of February. The resumption
of the train service to the adjacent Aguas Calientes brings with
it renewed income for local businesses. Furthermore, those
responsible for maintaining the UNESCO world heritage site
were not idle during the 25 day closure. Hardworking
Peruvians took advantage of the relative quiet to carry out
much needed maintenance and conservation on the access
routes, ensuring that the monument can continue to welcome
4,044 daily tourists. The CEO of the leading tour operator to
Machu Picchu, Raul Ccolque, has confirmed the renewed
presence of tourists in the region, explaining that  "everything
is open is Cusco." Indeed, it is a special privilege to be able to
experience the wonder evoked by visiting this ancient site,
where natural beauty and historical intrigue come together
atop a truly unique mountain. 
Sources: Promperu, Euronews

$1.55 billion dollars earmarked for growth  | Financed by extra-tax income and funds from the 2022 budget, Peru
has raised $1.55 billion to ensure that the 3-3.9% growth forecast for 2023 is met. Growth will be promoted through
130,000 new jobs, expanded welfare provision, and investment in mining and agriculture. Source: Reuters.  

Inflation decreases slightly in March  | According to Peru's Central Bank Weekly Summary for the 8th of March 
 inflation decreased one basis point to 8.65% year on year. Meanwhile, monthly inflation registered 0.29%, up from
0.23% in January. (Source: BCRP - Central Bank of Peru)
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